Fixation probabilities of evolutionary coordination games on two coupled populations.
Evolutionary forces resulted from competitions between different populations are common, which change the evolutionary behavior of a single population. In an isolated population of coordination games of two strategies (e.g., s_{1} and s_{2}), the previous studies focused on determining the fixation probability that the system is occupied by only one strategy (s_{1}) and their expectation times, given an initial mixture of two strategies. In this work, we propose a model of two interdependent populations, disclosing the effects of the interaction strength on fixation probabilities. In the well-mixing limit, a detailed linear stability analysis is performed, which allows us to find and to classify the different equilibria, yielding a clear picture of the bifurcation patterns in phase space. We demonstrate that the interactions between populations crucially alter the dynamic behavior. More specifically, if the coupling strength is larger than some threshold value, the critical initial density of one strategy (s_{1}) that corresponds to fixation is significantly delayed. Instead, the two populations evolve to the opposite state of all (s_{2}) strategy, which are in favor of the red queen hypothesis. We delineate the extinction time of strategy (s_{1}) explicitly, which is an exponential form. These results are validated by systematic numerical simulations.